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Abstract
With the promises of predictive analytics in big data, and therefore the use of
machine learning algorithms, predicting future isn't any longer a tough task, particularly
for health sector, that has witnessed an excellent evolution following the event of new
computer technologies that gave birth to multiple fields of analysis. Several efforts are
done to address medical information explosion on one hand, and to get helpful
information from it, predict diseases and anticipate the cure on the opposite hand. This
prompted researchers to use all the technical innovations like big data analytics,
predictive analytics, machine learning and learning algorithms so as to extract helpful
information and facilitate in creating choices. During this paper, we'll gift a summary on
the evolution of huge information in health care system, and that we can apply 3 learning
algorithms on a collection of medical information. The target of this analysis work is to
predict renal disorder by victimization multiple machine learning algorithms that area
unit Support Vector Machine (SVM), decision Tree (C4.5), and Bayesian Network (BN),
and selected the most efficient one.
Keywords: Predictive analytics, machine learning, big data analytics, Kidney failure
disease, learning algorithm, C4.5, BN, SVM

1. Introduction
Diabetes Mellitus (DM) happening over the wide-reaching with respect to the
world has been radically getting bigger and the basis following this is the top
commonness of the DM type 2. About 285 million people who are of age from 20 and 79
at current situation possess the DM, which is been expected where the 70% among these
people live in the medium as well as the low level earnings oriented countries. For this
reason principally the mounting countries are getting influenced as this disease occurs
excessively, which is then building a huge dare with regards to the communal fitness
care to such patients. It’s been measured that this number will in future rise with 50% if
the measures of preventives is not been reached. The disease by name Diabetic Kidney
Disease (DKD) is growing far and wide; as the pancreas, adiposities, the liver as well as
the intestinal organs has an effect of this disease the kidney is also considered as a part
that is suffered by the DM2 patients. The core motive that
Causes DKD is the part of the renal to the gluconeogenesis plus the re-absorption of the
glucose with tubular.
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There is an almost universal definition shared with proponents of the ideology of big
data: "Big Data sets a situation in which data sets have increased at such huge sizes that
conventional technologies of information, can no longer manage them effectively, either
the size or the extent and the growth of the data set" [1].
The world has become submerged by a large amount of data. Every moment is
equivalent to the generation of tremendous amounts of data. All sectors and all their
activities are involved due to digitization, the introduction of information technology as
an effective tool, and the Internet which is becoming a very important user interface for
daily interactions [2]. However, these generated data become more and more difficult to
manage in terms of volume, variety and velocity [3]. This gave birth to a new domain
named big data. In 2008, Gartner used for the first time the term "Big Data" in reference
to the explosion of digital data and quoted it will impact the way we work [4].
"Big Data" and "analysis of big data" are inseparable. This reflects the common opinion
that "Big data" does not refer to the problem of information overload, but refers also to
the analytical tools used to manage the flow of data and transform the flood in a source
of useful information.
The medical field has its great contribution in this deluge of data because of some
technological innovations in the field, like cloud computing which has relocated the tests
of care beyond the four walls of the hospital, and has made them available anywhere and
anytime [5], laparoscopic surgery and robotic surgery, which replaced classical surgery
[6], and smart homes which allow patients self-care and monitoring using simple devices
that deliver results on specific physiological conditions. There are also smart applications
or software that can analyze the body signals using integrated sensors with the aim of
monitoring [7], as well as mHealth technologies that support new methods of biological,
behavioral and environmental data collection. These include sensors that monitor the
phenomena with high accuracy [8].
All these innovations participated to the explosion of medical data, by multiplying data
sources and electronic medical records containing diagnostic Images, lab results, and
biometric information that are generated and stored [8.9.10].
Researchers have deduced that this explosion of medical data has the potential to
improve clinical decisions at the point of care. Doctor will become able to extract
relevant knowledge for each patient, which gives better decisions and results [11].
On most of this, the term "analyzing medical data" and "predictive analytics" in Google
Trends showed an impressive growth of interest from 2011 [12], because the process of
analysis in the medical sector does not stop just at the level of the ability to manage large
databases, but it exceeds this to the ability to retrieve future knowledge, which is
encouraged by many researchers and experts. Seen that an analysis of the big data shows
itself as the only solution able to solve all the problems of the medical sector [13] by:
•
•
•
•

Providing better Services
Monitoring quality in hospital
Improving treatment processes
Detecting diseases earlier
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There are many algorithms for classification and prediction that can be applied to predict
diseases like breast cancer, heart disease, motor neuron, and diabetes. In this present
paper, we apply a decision tree classifier (C4.5) [14], which is among the most
influential data mining algorithm in the research community and among the top 10 data
mining algorithms. Our aim is to predict chronic kidney disease by this learning
algorithm.
2. Related work
There is a continuous study and research going on the field of medical diagnosis. A lot of
work has been done on diseases like Cancer, Diabetes, and Heart attack using several
data mining techniques.
Runjie Shen ET .al [15] build a diagnostic model of breast cancer by using data
mining techniques. A feature selection method: INTERACT is applied to select
relevant features for breast cancer diagnosis, and the support vector machine is used
to build the classification model. The results of the experiments show that the
accuracy of the diagnostic model improves a lot by using feature selection method,
in the basis of nine relevant and important features for breast cancer diagnosis.
Through the experiments, the accuracy of the diagnostic model with feature
selection is improved obviously compared with the model without feature selection.
Saravana Kumar et .al [16] use the predictive analysis algorithm in
Hadoop/Map Reduce environment to predict the diabetes types prevalent,
complications associated with it and the type of treatment to be provided. Based on
the analysis, this system provides an efficient way to cure and care the patients with
better outcomes. This research mainly focused on patients in the rural area.
Treatment can be offered when it is identified in advance.
Abhishek et.al [17] have used two neural network techniques: Back Propagation
Algorithm (BPA), Radial Basis Function (RBF), and one non-linear classifier
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and compared them according to their efficiency
and accuracy. They used WEKA 3.6.5 tool for implementation to find the best
technique among the above three algorithms for Kidney Stone Diagnosis. The main
purpose of their thesis work was to propose the best tool for medical diagnosis, like
kidney stone identification, to reduce the diagnosis time and improve the efficiency
and accuracy. From the experimental results they concluded that the back
propagation (BPA) significantly improved the conventional classification technique
for use in medical field.
Andrew Kusiak et.al [18] have used data pre-processing, data transformations,
and data mining approach to elicit knowledge about the interaction between many
of measured parameters and patient survival. Two different data mining algorithms
were employed for extracting knowledge in the form of decision rules. Those rules
were used by a decision-making algorithm, which predicts survival of new unseen
patients. Important parameters identified by data mining were interpreted for their
medical significance. They have introduced a new concept in their research work; it
has been applied and tested using collected data at four dialysis sites. The approach
presented in their paper reduced the cost and effort of selecting patients for clinical
studies. Patients can be chosen based on the prediction results and the most
significant parameters discovered.
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Ashfaq Ahmed K et.al, [19] have presented a work using machine learning
techniques, namely Support Vector Machine [SVM] and Random Forest [RF].
These were used to study, classify and compare cancer, liver and heart disease data
sets with varying kernels and kernel parameters. Results of Random Forest and
Support Vector Machines were compared for different data sets such as breast
cancer disease dataset, liver disease dataset and heart disease dataset. The results
with different kernels were tuned with proper parameter selection. Results were
better analyzed to establish better learning techniques for predictions. It is
concluded that varying results were observed with SVM classification technique
with different kernel functions.
Sadik Kara et.al [20] had concentrated on the diagnosis of optic nerve disease
through the analysis of pattern electroretinography (PERG) signals with the help of
artificial neural network (ANN). They implemented Multilayer feed forward ANN
trained with a Levenberg Mar quart (LM) back propagation algorithm. The end
results were classified as healthy and diseased. The stated results demonstrate that
the proposed method PERG could make an effective interpretation.
With respect to all related work mentioned above, our work lays in predicting
chronic kidney failure disease using C4.5, SVM and NB algorithms.

3. Proposal work
In this work, we will apply C4.5, SVM and NB learning algorithms that will make
classification and prediction on a database to extract knowledge and classify patients into
two categories: chronic kidney disease (ckd) and not chronic kidney disease (notckd).
In this study, we use the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka). It is a
comprehensive suite of Java class libraries that implement many algorithms for data
mining clustering, classification, regression, analysis of results. This platform provides
researchers with a perfect environment to implement and evaluate their classification
model comparing to TANAGRA or ORANGE [21].
Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset
We used the database Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset from UCI Machine Learning
Repository
[22]. This database contains 400 instances and 24 integers attribute two classes
(chronic kidney disease (ckd), not chronic kidney disease (notckd). Table 1 describes the
attributes of the database, while Table 2 describes the distribution of classes.
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Table 1. Information Attributes
Attribute

Representation Information
attribute

Description

Age
Blood
pressure

Age

Numerical

Years

Bp

Numerical

Mm/Hg

Specific gravity
Albumin

Sg
Al

Nominal
Nominal

1.005,1.010,1.015,1.020,1.025
0.1.2.3.4.5

Sugar
Red
cells

Su

Nominal

0.1.2.3.4.5

Rbc

Nominal

Normal, abnormal

Pus cell
Pus cell clumps

Pc
Pcc

Nominal
Nominal

Normal, abnormal
Present, notpresent

Bacteria
Blood glucose
random

Ba
Bgr

Nominal
Numerical

Present, notpresent
Mgs/dl

Blood urea

Bu

Numerical

Mgs/dl

Serum creatinin
Sodium

Sc
Sod

Numerical
Numerical

Mgs/dl
mEq/L

Potassium
Haemoglobin
Packed cell volume
White bloodcell
count

Pot
Hemo
Pcv
Wc

Numerical
Numerical
Numerical
Numerical

mEq/L
Gms

Rc

Numerical

Millions/cmm

Htn
Dm

Nominal
Nominal

Yes, no
Yes, no

artery Cad

Nominal

Yes, no

blood

Red blood
count

cell

Hypertension
Diabetes mellitus
Coronary
disease

Cells/cumm

Appetite

Appet

Nominal

Good, poor

Pedal edema
Anemia

Pe
Ane

Nominal
Nominal

Yes, no
Yes, no
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Ckd notckd

Table 2 .Class Distribution

1
2

Class

Distribution

Ckd
Notckd

250 (62.5%)
150 (37.5%)

Metrics and Research Hypotheses
To understand classifier’s behaviour, we use the hypotheses below:
•
True positive (TP) is the number of positive samples correctly predicted.
•
True negative (TN) is the number of negative samples correctly predicted
•
False negative (FN) is the number of positive samples wrongly predicted.
•
False positive (FP) is the number of negative samples wrongly predicted as
positive.
Table 3. Metric and Research Hypotheses.

Another important metric which is the Confusion Matrix is taken into account. It is a
visualization tool that is commonly used to present the accuracy of the classifiers in
classification. The columns represent the predictions, and the rows represent the actual
class as shown in Table.
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Table 4. Confusion Matrix Description.

Predicted
Positive Negative
Actual

4.

Positive
Negative

TP
FP

FN
TN

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test our classifier and evaluate its performance, we apply the 10-fold cross
validation test which is a technique that splits the original set into a training sample to
train the model, and a test set to evaluate it. After applying the pre-processing and
preparation methods, we try to analyze the data visually and figure out the distribution of
values in terms of performance and accuracy of the model.
Table 5. Classifiers’ Performance Criteria
Evaluation criteria
Time to build model (s)
Correctly classified instances
Incorrectly classified instance
Accuracy (%)
Error

C4.5
0.08
396
4
63
0.37

SVM
0.41
391
9
60.25
0.39

NB
0.03
380
20
57.5
0.42

Figure 1. Comparative Graph Of Classifiers Performance
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Table 6. Simulation error

Evaluation criteria

C4.5

SVM

NB

Kappa statistic

0.97

0.95

0.89

Mean absolute error

0.02

0.02

0.04

Root mean squared error

0.08

0.15

0.20

Relative absolute error %

4.79

4.79

10.21

Root relative squared error %

16.66

30.98

42.25

Figure 2. Comparative diagram of learning algorithms
Table 7 . Accuracy measures by class
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Table 8. Confusion Matrix
Ckd

NotCkd

C4.5 (J48)

249

1

Ckd

SVM(SMO)

3
241

147
9

Notckd
Ckd

NB

0
230

150
20

Notckd
Ckd

0

150

Notckd

5. CONCLUSION
As conclusion, the application of data mining techniques for predictive analysis is very
important in the health field because it gives us the power to face diseases earlier and
therefore save people’s lives through the anticipation of cure. In this work, we used
several learning algorithm C4.5, SVM and NB, to predict patients with chronic kidney
failure disease (ckd), and patients who are not suffering from this disease (notckd).
Simulation results showed that C4.5 classifier proved its performance in predicting with
best results in terms of accuracy and minimum execution time.Anticipating diseases still
remains a major challenge in medical field and pushes us to increase our efforts in
developing more machine learning algorithms to exploit information intelligently and
extract the best knowledge from it.
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